RC 1000™
SPRAY RUBBERIZED COATING

RC 1000 is a specialized rubberized coating that can be used for literally thousands of different applications. Use this product virtually anywhere on almost any type of surface such as metal, stainless steel, tin, cement, wood, etc. This is great for sealing out moisture and sound.

GREAT FOR THESE APPLICATIONS
- COATING CONDENSATE PANS
- AIR DUCT SEALER
- GUTTER AND FLASHING SEALER
- UNDERBODY SOUND DEADENER
- ROOF PATCH SEALER
- PINPOINT LEAK SEALER
- UNDERBODY CORROSION PREVENTER
- CRACK SEALER FOR DRIVEWAYS
- POST AND WOOD PRESERVER
- TREE WOUND DRESSING
- NUT & BOLT SEALER
- INSULATE AND BUNDLE ELECTRICAL WIRES
- RESISTS FREEZING IN THE COLD

GREAT FOR THESE USES
- REMAINS PLEASIBLE FOR A VARIETY OF APPLICATIONS
- RESISTS CORROSION FROM SALT
- SEALS OUT MOISTURE
- RESISTS CRACKING AND FREEZING
- RESISTS PEELING AND DRIPPING
- SEALS OUT SOUND • PAINTABLE
- RESISTS ABRASION • FLEXIBLE
- PREVENTS RUST
- RESISTS FREEZING IN THE COLD

NET WT. 16 OZ (1 LB) 454 g

DANGERS
- EXTREMELY FLAMMABLE. HARMFUL OR FATAL IF SWALLOWED. VAPORS HARMFUL. MAY CAUSE EYE AND SKIN IRRITATION. CONTENTS UNDER PRESSURE.

SEE OTHER CAUTIONS ON BACK PANEL.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
SHAKE CAN BEFORE USING

CLEAN UP
Wipe up overspray by spraying BETA-52 or GREASE AWAY on a cloth and clean up as needed.

NOTE: After each use, invert can and apply a short burst to clear actuator.

Product Code: 2072-A
TO REORDER CALL:
(281) 647-9700 or 1-800-295-BETA

BETA TECHNOLOGY, INC.
Corporate Headquarters
P.O. Box 218686
Houston, TX 77218-8686

CONTAINS NO OZONE DEPLETING CHEMICALS!

24 HOUR MEDICAL EMERGENCY: 1-866-836-8855
CONTAINS NO OZONE DEPLETING CHEMICALS!

CAUTION: Intentional misuse by concentrating and inhaling the product can be harmful or fatal.
WARNING: This product contains a chemical(s) known to the state of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm.
HMIS® RATING: Health, *3; Flammability, 4; Physical Hazard, 0; Personal Protection, X.

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
See Safety Data Sheet for complete safety information.